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Another year of outreach to university campuses
by Henriette Thompson
A plumb—line, an ancient Hebrew measuring
device, is a heavy object attached to the end
of a rope and is often used as a symbolic
Students’
test of truth in the Old Testament.
reactions are a similar test in measuring the
effectiveness of the AACS Campus Outreach
Program.
Here are some student comments:
I believe that many of the fundamental principles
that areas such as commerce, economics, and the
They are not
sciences are based on are incorrect.
This is
woridview.
Christian
consistent with the
all
learned
year.
I’ve
fact
the rivst important
The ability to discern the powers at work in our
society is critical to being able to say something
and do something that will further the development
of the Kingdom of God here on earth.
The “Christian Perspective on Cultural Issues”
course that I took last year functioned as a
The
foundational, informing’type of experience.
battle
me
to
at
has
led
a
per—
this
year
course
w. Hart
Universi-ty of Toronto
sonal level and face many contradictions an my
experience.
I feel I have begun to deal mere maturely with the insights derived
from our discussions.
The very uniqueness of the “Christianity and Scholarship” course mplies value and
yet I would suspect that much of the knowledge which has been communicated will only
show its worth over the long run.

{

It’s so satisfying to begin to get a toehold on what’s involved in living from a
Christian woridview in a secular culture, but it’s also frustrating and difficult,
especially when classes end and some of the academic trappings have gone.
we were quick to point out the idolatries and apparently reductionistic or false

scholarship around us... .1 wonder if that isn’t too quick a judgment and if we don’t
need greater understanding of non—Christian scholarship and a genuine realization of
Also, Jesus centrally teaches us to love our neighbours——
our own academic limitations.
I wonder if we too easily forget that in hurrying to point out their idolatries...

Brian Walsh, coordinator of Christian Perspective
evaluations not as measures of success or failure,
Christian obedience in scholarship in particular.
staff of the AACS/ICS, he is also appointed as an
Inter—Varsity Christian Fellowship.
This year he
students who taught Christian Perspective courses
around Toronto.

courses sees the above
but as a concern for
While Brian is on the
associate staff member of
supervised four Institute
on six campuses in and

The AACS Campus Outreach Program,which has been active since 1976, is
developed in cooperation with IVCF, a Christian student ministry active on
Brian says 50 to 60 stu
nearly every university campus in North America.
dents took our courses this year.
He taught “Christianity and Scholarship”
at the University of Toronto’s main campus, and “Christian Woridview in a
Secular Culture” (better known as the “woridview course”) at the U of T’s
Junior Member Sue
Erindale campus in Mississauga, just west of the city.
Others who
Bower handled the worldview course at U of T’s main campus.
taught this course were ICS Junior Members Richard Middleton at McMaster
University in Hamilton and at the University of Guelph and Bruce Clemenger
at York University, Toronto.
Jon Chaplin broke new ground with the first
worldview course to be taught at Ryerson Polytechnical Institute in Toronto.
Course material is largely based on the manual “Reflections on a Christian
Woridview” prepared three years ago under the direction of Tom Malcolm,
The manual contains various
former AACS educational services coordinator.
papers put out by AACS/ICS.
Meetings were arranged in students’ homes, group leaders’ homes, and on
An average of five to seven students comprised the “cell groups.”
campus.
Group leaders try to integrate prayer, Bible readings, lectures and dis
Reading materials from sister organizations
cussions into the meetings.
such as the Committee for Justice and Liberty were also used.

C

The aim of the campus outreach program at the first level is to help students
develop a biblical worldview.
This often means a radical change in the
woridview they have when they begin the
Reading and trying to under
course.
stand Scripture is of primary importance
Bruce Clemenger recalls that as a uni
versity undergraduate he had the im
pression that theoretical thought was
not related to Christianity at all.
Bruce began to develop a more holistic
view of the Christian life, adding that
he knows where students are coming from
when “they don’t think of the Kingdom
of God as here and now, but limited to
Bruce feels a student taking
heaven.”
a woridview course is thereby also
helped in sorting out his or her per
sonal beliefs concerning the Kingdom,
Campus Outreach staff:
row,
(front
and discerning the spirits and gods of
l-r) Malcolm MacRury, Richard
this age.
Middle ton, Sue Bower; (back row,
l-r) Jon Chaplin, Bruce Clemenger,
Brian Walsh (coordinator)
Jon Chaplin finds that “teaching ,the
2
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woridview course at Ryerson takes an approach that is different from
The campus is located in downtown
teaching worldview at a university.
Toronto, has a small resident population, many students commute, and
Also students at Ryerson are
community and social facilities are poor.
more vocation—oriented——they’re not as interested in theoretical aspects.”
Jon says these conditions somewhat reflect in the problems of the group
which is small and struggling.
However, he feels very positive about the
newly initiated program at Ryerson and plans to continue the woridview
course in September with revised material better suited to the needs of this
unique campus.
Sue Bower notes a change in this year’s students as compared to the ones
“Students are
she knew when she was an undergraduate about five years ago.
interested in thinking radically, but they are more cautious in coming to
conclusions now than five years ago.
The issues, such as the effect of
multinationals, aren’t as clear cut.
Traditions are eroding, and we’re
asked to listen to God the way Peter did when God commanded him to eat the
non—kosher, unclean food.”
Sue feels we have to examine traditions to see
She says most
are
of
our
own
they
making, of God’s making or both.
whether
students are eager to know how to think clearly about marriage, abortion,
Richard Middleton says that what struck some of his
and homosexuality.
students most strongly was “the practicality of talking about a ‘Christian’
and a ‘secular’ view, instead of discussions on the soul/body dualism or
contemporary atheistic, mechanistic man.
.

(
‘

This part of our campus outreach program takes place only within commuting
However, AACS and the Institute send materials to
range of Toronto.
students all over the world as well as to professors and teachers who are
There is close contact, for example,
interested in Christian scholarship.
with the Coalition for Christian Outreach, a large campus ministry based in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Senior members Bernard Zyistra and Al Wolters
Brian Walsh made lecture tours this
contribute to CCO staff training.
winter in Western Pennsylvania to colleges where CCO is active, as well as
to Dordt College in Sioux Center, Iowa and Calvin College in Grand Rapids,
In August Dr. Jerry herbert from the Carolina Study Center in
Michigan.
North. Carolina joined the Outreach staff for a training session in the
teaching of Christian perspective courses.
Other areas of activity for Campus Outreach include developing resources
for Inter—Varsity.
As well, it is expected that campus outreach at the
Some of the worldview
University of Toronto will diversify and expand.
for students as
critique
and
course leaders are also providing resources
they write their course papers for their university professors.
It is encouraging
Campus outreach. is basic to the work of the Institute.
As one student
teachers.
students
and
to see the growth and progress in
learned,
if nothing else,
each
of
us
says, “I think
Perspective newsletter is published bialso
a holistic
but
what
to
go,
how far we have
monthly by the Association for the
can
do
to
facilitate
Christianity
an
approach to
Advancement of Christian Scholarship,
life.”
the
various
spheres
of
obedient working out of
229CollegeStreet, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada M5T 1R4.
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of Curators.
The largest shadow thrown on our meeting was no doubt the fact that this was
the last meeting which Marcia Hollingsworth attended as full—time Director
of Development.
That in itself is bad enough, as anyone who sees Marcia
at work will testify.
What is worse is that her departure comes at a time
There
that we need a huge amount over and above our expenses of last year.
is the obvious increase caused by inflation.
The expenses increased more
because we felt it was irresponsible not to go back to the salary level a
(Even after adding
15% decrease cut away in an emergency a few years ago.
that 15% back on, our highest paid staff members are making less than
Need I say more?)
$25,000.

-

Noting the huge increase needed in income and the
difficulty of finding a new Director of Development, we
are very much aware of our dependence on our Lord.
Prayer is needed to find both.
We need someone who
can explain to our faithful and prospective supporters
why our work is so necessary.
The difficulty is very
much increased by the fact that graduate studies and
research work seem generally far removed from the day—to
day experiences of our supporters.

-

(
-

We hear arguments about how much the Institute costs per
student, yet the considerable cost of research must be
taken into account.
It should also be kept in mind
that in the graduate schools of any university it is
not unusual to see professors with only one or two
Ben Vandezande newly
graduate students or even none at all.
elected Trustee from
The average at
Niagara Region
our institute is four per professor, not counting the
ones who are continuing graduate studies at secular
universities and are still under the guidance of one of our senior members.
Another consideration is that foundational research will take many years to
filter into each part of our community.
These are some of the reasons it is
so very necessary to have insightful people to explain our goals and needs
to our people.
The treasurer, who writes this report and who is also the chairman of a
search committee to find a new Director of Development, urged the Trustees
(and now urges the members) to make the above matters their personal concern
by praying, by being continually on the look—out for possible candidates for
Director of Development (let us know if you find one)., and by being aware
of the need to add many new members to our association for a wider base of
support and to increase donations.
Another difficulty, of course, is the fact that we do not yet have a charter.
At our meetings a semi—final draft of the charter was approved to be pre
sented to the Ontario legislature after the necessary legal steps and
preliminary negotiations with the Ministry of Colleges and Universities have
been made.
Once our degrees are to be officially approved by the Ontario
government, it is expected that we will attract more students, especially
from Canada.
It should be noted here that our Ph.D. arrangement with the
Free University has been approved and recognized as a legal way of setting
A remarkable fact noticed
up our requirements by the Ontario government.
by many is that most of our support comes from Canada but most of our
students are from outside Canada.
Personally, I find it disappointing that our supporters are so convinced of
the necessity of this work that they give liberally, yet their children
5

Lack of official
that go on to graduate school seldom come to the Institute.
It should be kept in
recognition by the government explains part of that.
mind, though, that some individual ICS M.Phil. degrees have been recognized
by North American universities, including the University of Toronto.
In any two-day meeting you can expect that a lot of time is taken up by
We discussed a budget, for
subjects which are somewhat boring to describe.
example, which will be submitted for approval at the membership meeting
We accepted for presentation to the annual meeting last year’s
June 12.
After making some minor changes, we approved a final
financial statements.
And doubtlessly there were other
draft of the five—year master plan.
will
for this report.
I
overlook
which
housekeeping matters
All matters of discussion at the board meetings have to be seen in the light
and
of the needed reformation of scholarship on the North American continent
In this light I would like to place before you again
our calling in that.
the following needs:
We——you and I——need to increase our prayers for the work of AACS and ICS.
We--you and I—-need to increase our giving to the work of AACS and ICS.
We——you and I——need to increase our personal involvement with this work.

Jan de Koning is treasurer of the AAC and a trustee for Central Ontario.

From the inside track
by Henriette Thompson
The last four issues of Perspective have given readers a look at how new
junior members have felt about being part of the Institute for Christian
In this issue we interview three part—time students, all of whom
StudIes.
immerse themselves in various interesting activities when not busy with
their studies.
Curiosity is in part what brought philosophical
foundations student Marilyn Bouma to the Institute.
“I wanted to find out how th.e Christian intellec
tual community dealt with questions that arise
from religious ideas a lot of us have grown up
with and have taken for granted to a certain ex
tent.”
Marilyn, originally from Owen Sound, is heavily
A full—time job in
involved in art and design.
the design department at the Art Gallery of
Ontario didn’t leave her much time to immerse
“Studying here is a
herself in course work.
full—time job,” she says, “and in a sense I sup
pose I’m more of a doer than a thinker, even
though. I am constantly analyzing art and other
issues.
Art should speak on a simple, gut level.
Marilyn
People shouldn’t be intimidated by it.”
feels Christian artists should be able to portray
honesty and above that an indication that there is
always hope and beauty beyond the common and often
tragi.c realities of life.
Marilyn Bowna: “People
shouldn’t be intinrtdated
by art”
6
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Another area of interest to her is the aesthetic
aspect of sport, movement, dance, and inpar-ticular,

(

“dancercise,” a term to define exercise programs incorporating dance move
She studied physi
ments and music, a creative way to stay physically fit.
in
University
and
history
McMaster
art
(gymnastics)
at
cal education
in
Physical
Bachelor
1976,
then
until
completed her
Hamilton, Ontario,
Education at York University in Toronto so that she could become more
“Unfortunately, dance as an art
involved in art studio work and dance.
in
Christian
encouraged
communities, but it is one of
Reformed
form was not
like everything else
and
art
expressive
Dance,
beautiful
forms.
the most
in life, is subject to negativity and perversion, but that’s life on this
Our duty is, I believe, to sift out the good from the evil and
earth.
attempt to give it its full expression.”
“The frame
Mirth Vos sums up studying philosophical foundations this way.
work that the Institute uses gives balance and room when you’re evaluating
psychological viewpoints.
It makes faith basic.”
Mirth grew up in Cutlerville, Michigan, and now lives in Scarborough,
In April, 1980, she graduated from the Ontario Institute for
Ontario.
Studies in Education with a Masters in Education, specializing in adult
She is a minister’s wife and mother of four
education and counselling.
children, ages 13—20.
Mirth came to the Institute because “humanist psychology can easily turn
into a religious faith... I needed to find a framework in which to place
the psychic dimension of life so that it wouldn’t take over all of life.”
The philosophical foundations course taught by Dr. Al Wolters allowed her
to see the various approaches in psychology as “insightful human formula
A person can use them, but shouldn’t
tions.
But that’s just what they are.
I’m delighted about how many ways there are to do
think they are the truth.
That way one can match a therapeutic approach vith one’s own
psychotherapy.
strengths.”
Looking at psychology and life from the religious viewpoint which Dooyeweerd
used and which the ICS has adopted also means wearing a certain pair of
But, as Mirth says, “that viewpoint to me is the true one,
spectacles.
since it honours Scriptural givens.”
Mirth currently is an intern—therapist at the Toronto Institute of Human
Relations, a counselling agency of the United Church.
“It’s an inter—faith community of about thirty
therapists, so it’s a rich environment in which to
Her goal is to be accredited by the Ontario
learn.”
Association of Marriage and Family Therapists.
Shoshannah Benmosché, biblical foundations student,
brings a unique perspective to understanding the
It’s a perspective that results, for one,
gospel.
from “being reaffirmed in the ethics of Judaism
through Christianity, that is, through Jesus I can
I can now see the rightness of
reach the Father.
being Jewish and of having been born female.”
Shoshannah. Benmosché:
Having said that, she goes on to explain how her
“Cristicuiity has simpli
Jewish upbringing in New York City left her feeling
fied my beliefs”
that getting to know God was the domain of the male
In retrospect, Shoshannah
half of the faith only.
feels that she may have misinterpreted Jewish thought on that matter when
she was twelve years old, but that in practice, religious involvement by
girls and women was too restricted for her to live with.
So, in keeping
with the Jewish sense of manifesting the Kingdom (if you know something to
be true, don’t deny it by not acting on it), she stepped out of the Jewish
community.
7
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“I came to know Christ five years ago.. .my whole interest in theology, philo
.“
For the first time
sophy and comparative religions was re—directed..
In her search for truth and reality
Shoshannah read the New Testament.
(“reality was something I thought was fathomable”) she discovered that God
“I often think of the saying,
is larger than her perception of the truth.
Your relationship with God does
‘God has only first generation children.’
not rest on what your parents or friends or brothers and sisters believe,
but on how you respond to God.”

(

“When I was a
says Shoshannah.
“Christianity has simplified my beliefs.”
social activist in the Democratic Socialist movement and involved in peace
and civil rights before my conversion, activism was valid because it formed
Now God has made a more valid me...
my identity as a person of conviction.
My predispositions are still there and I bleed a lot, but my main task is to
Freedom and responsibility have
be God’s person, to listen when God calls.
taken on deeper meanings.”
Studying biblical foundations was Shoshannah.’s “entertainment for this year.
It was worth
It is a luxury for me to do the readings and attend classes.
When Shoshannah isn’t busy with studying, parenting and juggling a
it.”
She is currently design
host of minor emergencies, she works as an artist.
ing a set of liturgical vestments, and is working toward a second group
exhibition at Gallery Alpha in Toronto later this year.

Keeping up with Senior Member Olthuis
Perspective begins a new series with th-ls issae throzgh which we hope to
Rather
keep readers better informed of the work of ICS senior members.

than wait seven years for each of them to give a lengthy, detailed sabbati
cal report or try to keep up with each of them through the small news items
on each “AACS/ICS News” page, we will periodically interview a senior
In that way everyone can know what kinds of things interest them
member.
Perspective editor,
and what type of work they are doing at the time.
Rosanne Lopers Soeetman, interviewed James Olthuis, Senior Member in
Philosophical Theology, recently as the first in this series of “Keeping up
with the senior members. “
One of the things you’ve been greatly involved in lately is the con
ference on biblical authority that we are sponsoring with Fuller
But in general, what is th.e main focus of your work?
Seminary In June.
What things interest you most, what areas are you specifically working on in
the whole area of theology?
JO:
The main focus of my work is on what I would call “holistic studies.”
RLS:
Does that h.ave to do with wholeness or holiness?
JO:
With wholeness, but of course, it’s true that wholeness in Christ is
holistic studies begin with wholes, with integral units,
holiness.
as more than the sum of their parts and investigate how the various sides
Since I’m in theology
contribute to and participate in the wholeness.
in a person’s wholeness.
dimension
faith.
the
role
of
the
major
focus
is
my
comes about as faith is
wholeness
hut
faith
alone
the
is
in
not
Wholeness
leads our emotional life,
and
integrates
faith
Our
lives.
our
in
integrated
I particularly con
analytic life, social life, economic life, and so on.
of life in three
sides
other
th.e
to
of
faith
on
the
relationship
centrate
areas.
We need to
The first is anthropology (th.e study of man) in general.
or
not
dualistic
holistic,
is
which.
anthropology
full—fledged
develop a
two
differ
there
are
that
means
dualistic
be
to
,
In
anthropology
monistic.
RLS:

8

ent entities, one is known as the body, the other the soul, and they are
On the other hand, and a bit wore complicated,
set over against each other.
A monism takes one of the sides and makes all the other sides
is a monism.
Monisms tend to be reductionisms, that is,
outgrowths of this one side.
There are still
f\ they tend to reduce the human person to one of its sides.
all the others.
of
origin
( many sides, but one side dominates and becomes the
particu
heritage,
What we need to develop further in the reformation
that
man
of
view
a
is
larly after the work of Dooyeweerd and Vollenhoven,
human
the
that
does justice to the many sides even though it recognizes
person is more than the sum of his or her sides and cannot be split into
two or reduced to just one side.
Perhaps you could give some specific examples of how one side of a
RLS:
human person interrelates with the others.
Yes, I can because the second area of my concentration is on the
JO:
relationship of the faith dimension to the emotion or feeling dimen
sion of life, the interrelation and the interaction of emotion and faith.
The way I put it is that an immature person cannot have a mature faith,
There is a dynamic
and a mature person cannot be without a mature faith.
interrelationship involved.
That raises the whole matter on which I’ve
done work and on which I’m still working, that is,
our faith life develops as our personal life
Our faith life and our life’s meaning
develops.
aren’t given to us as parcels, delivered with
Our life’s meaning is filled
ribbons around them.
go
through the course of our
d——as
we
up-—fulfille
tasks and way
various
lives, as we go through
our faith
filled
and
Our life is
stations.
stages.
different
these
develops as we go through
of the
some
spend
I
able
to
will be
Hopefully
book
of
a
chapters
few
summer months writing a
about faith being the journey of the whole person.
That is, faith is a journey, and it is a pilgrim—
Senior Member, Jccnes
rrFaith..
age of the whole person involving all the other
is a
Olthuis:
journeyrr
It is a developmental journey. I’m
sides of life.
d2velopmental
going through the various stages of life from
infancy to toddler to adolescent to adult to old age and I’m discovering
that there is a different style of faith in accordance with the different
stages of life.
We generally talk about maturity in terms of adult maturity,
but you can h.ave a mature childhood response or an immature old age res
ponse, too.
RLS:
Before you go on, Jim, perhaps you could say a little more about the
You say it’s about faith as the journey of the
book you’re writing.
whole person.
Does that take in all the sides of life or are you concen—
trating mostly on the interrelationships between emotion and faith?
It will deal with all the sides but basically it will focus on
JO:
The emotional side is foundational to personal
emotion and faith.
health.
Is it more
What do you mean that the emotional side is foundational?
RLS:
side?
foundational than the physical
The first way we make contact with
In some ways, no, it isnt.
JO:
We feel hot and cold, we get burned
reality is through the physical.
The second way that we get in touch with
by or attracted to something.
You sense whether you like something or not.
reality is through emotions.
Our emotional life becomes crucial as we put
You feel something about it.
You can be in a place physically but you aren’t
ourselves forth-’as people.
The big issue that got me
fully there unless you feel that you’re present.
into this study is that many Christians know that theyre new people in
Christ, they have a certainty in Jesus Christ, but they don’t feel their

(

(
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They can then easily get into a guilt trip, saying, “I’m not a
newness.
When
t take tliei.r Christianity seriously enough.
1
Christian,” or they don
indivi
functioning
you feel good about yourself, then you are a healthy,
dual.
Once you
I think emotion provides the motivating factor for action.
If
it.
on
act
to
get your feelings involved in an issue, you’re motivated
example,
for
you just have a head trip about injustice in the Third World,
it doesn’t do the same thing as if you have intense feeling about that
injustice.
The emotional side of life is foundational in the sense that the faith
life will always lack a sense of reality if your feelings are not involved.
If you don’t know how to feel Jesus’ forgiveness, it becomes too much a
head trip.
What is the third area you’ve been working on lately?
RLS:
It is the
The third area is very closely related to the other two.
JO:
etation.
interpr
l
whole area of hermeneutics, particularly of biblica
reading
in
and
We tend to think so easily that we’re just reading a book
We forget that we come to the book with all
the book it will speak to us.
Right
kinds of our own assumptions, presuppositions, wants and wishes.
our
of
lot
a
now in the field of hermeneutics we are discovering that
exegesis,
our
we
do
emotional anxieties and hang—ups are part of us when
They pervert the exegesis when we aren’t even aware of
our interpreting.
The more you are aware of your prejudices,
them.
the more you can take them into consideration, and
More
the more normative can be your exegesis.
justice is done to the text.
ifermeneutics, the science of interpretation,
RLS:
is precisely what you will be dealing with in
the paper you are presenting at the conference
here in June, isn’t It?
It asks what interpreta- i
Yes, that is true.
JO:
tion is, how do you read a book? Hermeneutics
is one of the most fascinating, most complicated
fields because everything that you interpret also
You’re being interpreted by the
interprets you.
You put a question to
text as you interpret it.
the text, the text answers and puts a question back
to you.
• .relating personal
Besides the conference on biblical authority
RLS:
growth and societal
and interpretation that you will be involved
renewal”
with here, what else will be taking up your
time in the next little while?
I’m reading a paper at a conference on Christian sociology at Calvin
JO:
College in Grand Rapids, Michigan, on “Personal Growth and Societal
My main theme there is that societal renewal must be married to
Renewal.”
Without self—knowledge our efforts to heal society are
personal growth.
It’s so easy to fool ourselves that we’re selflessly saving
suspect.
society when actually our projects are driven and hindered by unresolved
personal anxieties.
In our society it’s very difficult to relate personal growth and
societal renewal because the prevalent idea is that the self is over
That is a wrong—headed dilemma, one that you can never
against society.
any interest is self—interest, but on the other hand you’re
get out of:
Your social duty is
supposed to be selfless as a matter of social duty.
That’s the way things have been in our
over against selfish interest.
However, if we don’t pay attention to ourselves and pretend to
society.
We become
be selfless, we are fooling everybody and especially ourselves.
Consequently, we might not know that
And our needs are not met.
selfish.
a major reason for launching a reform movement is to get our emotional

(
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needs met or to safeguard our economic position or to demonstrate the
superiority of the male or female.
For example, some people may spend every night working for the church.
That may be great, but It may also be true that they are not facing the
Well, why don’t they want to be
rfact that they don’t like to be at home.
at home? Perhaps they get a lot of positive feedback for being involved in
church activities and at home there are unresolved issues from which they
In these situations the work for a volunteer organization
like to escape.
takes on a special character which isn’t so healthy because the motivations
In that way we are often not straight or up—
involved are often hidden.
front about our societal involvements.
RLS:
We just don’t stop to realize th.is about ourselves?
Indeed many people get involved In the service professions
JO:
Right.
But until
because helping others gives them a sense of self—esteem.
affected.
detrimentally
they come to grips with that drive, their help is
RLS:
Does this aspect of your work tie into the work you are doing in the
interdisciplinary seminar on anthropology with the rest of the faculty
and students at ICS? WIll you be leading that seminar again in the coming
year?
My
I will have a leading role in it, but I won’t be the only leader.
JO:
of
terms
in
be
to
going
participation in th.e anthropology seminar is
developmental anthropology and a holistic view of the human person.
Is it going
low has the interdisciplinary seminar been shaping up?
RLS:
according to your original plans?
We started out wanting to work on a view of man that is holistic and
JO:
I feel that we have
multi—dimensional because that is what we need.
The idea is to end up with a rough manuscript at the
made good progress.
end of the coming academic year with contributions from the senior and
junior members that we will be working on throughout the year.
What are your long—range plans, Jim? You’ve got a lot on your fork
RLS:
right now with all these writing projects and your regular class load,
but what lies beyond all this?
JO:
Well, I would like to write a book. on the subject of personal growth
I’d also like to pick up again on the topic
and societal renewal.
But there is one other project th.at I have not concentrated
of friendship.
Th.at is about the
on lately and that needs to get off the back burner.
doctrine of creation.
Another book?
RLS:
Yes, it is about the whole idea of the word of God for creation, the
JO:
That will be the
doctrine of creation, the norinativity of creation.
.
It is a
development
next thing I pick up after I do the book. on faith
to a
central
certaInly
real challenge to make the doctri.ne of creation——
writing
than
task
biblical faith——come alive, but it is a more difficult
about developmental anthropology or faith development!
Sounds like you’ve got more than enough on the go.
RLS:
Yes, but I also enjoy the four hours of counselling I do per week and
JO:
I make time for some tennis, hockey, th.eatre and a few movies.
Not to mention your many speaking engagements for Inter—Varsity and
RLS:
other groups in the community and beyond!

(
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________

FROM THE PRINCIPAL’S POINT OF VIEW

Religion and the constitution
by Bernard Zyistra
States and
Freedom of religion is not adequately protected in the United
as broad
Since religion is the service of God——or an idol——it is
Canada.
each
Freedom of religion therefore requires protection in
as life itself.
the
in
This can briefly be schematized
of the three major areas of rights.
following manner:
freedom of
In the realm of personal rights, freedom of religion requires
1.
belief.
conscience, of belief, and of the expression of that
s
In the realm of institutional rights, freedom of religion require
2.
like
not only the rights of churches but also the rights of institutions
etc., to
schools, universities, hospitals, child—care agencies, unions,
maintain their religious character.
s that the
In the realm of political rights, freedom of religion require
3.
of
licity
multip
a
state does not favour one church over another and that
by
realm
public
the
in
political beliefs in the citizenry can be expressed
means of a democratic parliamentary process.
n in every one
Today we are encountering violations of the freedom of religio
non—church
of
rights
But the major problems occur in the
of these areas.
character.
tive
distinc
but religiously based institutions to maintain their
board
school
ic
Cathol
Can a Roman
Examples of such problems are abundant.
Can
ty?
morali
ic
fire a teacher whose behaviour is contrary to Roman Cathol
t
agains
s
policie
a Christian child—care agency discriminate in its hiring
law,
into
4
Bill
g
Can the Ontario government, by enactin
non-Christians?
Can the state of
right to grant university degrees?
ICS’s
the
take away
n to high school
childre
Wisconsin demand that the Amish people send their
when that is manifestly against their beliefs?
Problems like these, and numerous
others, were the main theme at a

• ITHERE IS NO EXPLICIT GUARANTEE
OF THE EXPRESSION OF RELIGIOUS
INSTITUTIONS
”
FREEDOM IN NON—CI-{URCH 1

conference on “The Impact of Law
on Religious Expression and Free—

dom” sponsored by the Christian
Legal Society and held at Notre
Dame University during the last
In the American
week of April.

This
is crucial.
setting the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution
ting an
law
respec
no
make
“Congress shall
amendment, in part, reads thus:

This
exercise thereof.”
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
goals:
e
two
achiev
to
First Amendment of the Bill of Rights was intended
sh a particular denomina
first, that no government in the U.S. would establi
Church of England),
the
by
tion as a state church (a status still enjoyed
and second, to protect freedozn of religion.
there is no explicit
sparse:
The wording of this amendment is exceedingly
hurch institutions.
non—c
in
m
guarantee of the expression of religious freedo
e Court, in
Suprem
The U.S.
The result has been constitutional chaos.
ingly
defending a
increas
respecting the establishment clause, is in effect

separation between religion
secular society on the basis of an absolute
rid
Any institution with a link to the government must get
and the state.
s
to
school
public
in
of religion within its walls--from the Lords Prayer
Inter—Varsity meetings in public universities.
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persons are allowed to wbrship
Moreover, its decisions are individualistic:
in the church of their choice but institutions are increasingly hampered
when their tasks——education, child care, old age care——are executed on the
At
basis of religious motivations but “compete”with public institutions.
the above—mentioned conference, William Ball, an expert in First Amendment
(‘:litigation (see Christianity Today, April 10, pp. 48ff.) warned against
the “secular humanism” that is imposed on American society by the Supreme
Court in its interpretation of the Constitution.

“1 PREDICT THAT FIFTY YEARS FROM NOW
THE SUPREME COURT OF CANADA WILL SPEND
S SUPREME COURT
1
AS MUCH TIME AS THE U
DOES TODAY IN SORTING OUT WHETHER ONLY
PERSONS OR ALSO INSTITUTI:ONS OUGHT TO
BE GIVEN THE RGKT TO RELIGIOUS FREE—
DOM.”

Today Canada is in the midst of
Has
constitutional reform.
Canada learned a lesson or two
from the legal confusion in the
Trudeau’s proposed
U.S.? No!
equivalent of the U.S. First
Amendment is the “Fundamental
Freedoms” section in the debated
It reads as
Charter of Rights.
follows:

Everyone has the following fundamental freedoms:
(a) freedom of
(b) freedom of
dom of the
(c) freedom of

conscience and religion;
thought, belief, opinion and expression, including free
press and other media of information; and
peaceful assembly and of association.

Thus among the “fundamental freedoms” of the future in Canada there is again
no mention of the fundamental freedoms of institutions to remain true to
I predict th.at fifty years from now the Supreme
their religious identity.
Court of Canada will spend as much time as the U.S. Supreme Court does today
in sorting out whether only persons or also institutions ought to be given
the right to religious freedom.
Roman Catholic, Mennonite, and Reformed
This calamity can still be averted.
organizations have submitted briefs to the Special Joint Committee of the
House of Commons and the Senate on the Constitution of Canada on this matter,
Quite specifically, the Federation of Independent Schools in Canada (FISC),
headquartered in Vancouver, and the Committee for Justice and Liberty (CJL),
located in Toronto, in their briefs called attention to the fact that
several provincial human rights codes and, even more importantly, the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights adopted by the United Nations in 1948,
have gone beyond the implicit individualism of the U.S. Bill of Rights to
t
One of these is the parents
recognize the rights of social institutions.
right to choose the kind of education th.at shall be given to their children.
Rights are of many colours.

Constitutions should reflect that.

“Christian freedom is a precious good and also a precious commitment for our
It consists of vheir spiritual and scientific independence.
institutions.
This freedom has to be maintained with all our strength... Christian liberty
means freedom, spiritual independence from all these human bondages, even
when this bondage consists of too—narrow confessional or clerical commit
Therefore, the Christian character of our universities depends
ments.
basically on this freedom.
—Herman Ridderbos, Church, World, Kingdom,
August, 1978
.
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H. Evan Runner honoured with second festschrift
Upon his retirement from 30 years of teachIng at Calvin College, Dr. H. Evan
Runner, Fellow of the Institute for Christian Studies, was presented with a
second festschrift, a book written in his honour, with each chapter written
by one of his friends and colleagues.
The book was an “utter surprise” to
him.
At a special reception held in his honour on May 6 at Calvin College
in Grand Rapids, Michigan, a crowd of over 200 people applauded as Dr. Henry
Vander Goot, editor of the collection of essays, presented Runner with the
newly—published text, entitled Life is Religion:
Essays in Honor of H. Evan
Runner.
Dr. Runner has had a formative influence on the development of the ICS.
All
but one of the ICS senior members were his students at one time or another.
The senior members and junior members are greatly indebted to Runner for his
inspiration, insight and unfailing zeal.
As Bernard Zyistra, Principal of
the ICS, states in the Preface, “It is too early to assess the full signifi
cance of the work of H. Evan Runner.”
In addition to the Preface written by Zylstra, Dr.
Al Wolters, Senior Member in the History of Philo
sophy, contributes an essay to the volume.
Other
essays were written by Dr. Peter Schouls, and Dr.
Gordon Spykman, Curators of the ICS; Dr. Johan
van der Hoeven, Fellow of the ICS; and Dr. James
Skillen, Trustee.
Other contributors to this
honourary volume include Runner’s colleagues
M. Howard Rienstra, Henry Vander Goot, Richard
Mouw, Uko Zylstra and Arie Leegwater at Calvin,
and Robert Knudsen, John Gerstner, Cornelius
Veenhof and Alan Storkey at other institutions.
Runner will continue to teach in the philosophy
department at Calvin on a part—time basis following
his retirement.
Dr. H. Evan Runner

The 262—page festschrift is available for $14.95
from Paideia Press, P.O. Box 1450, St. Catharines,
Ontario L2R 7J8.
*

**

*

*

*

**

“The living and powerful Word of God sets us in the Light of the Truth:
it discloses to us that our life in its integral wholeness is religion.
Christian political life is therefore an aspect of our single—hearted
life-walk before God.
But the Word of God does not merely reveal to us what our life
grace of God it also begets us to new life.
That 1s, it makes
of God again a reality (in principle)..
Our political life is
seen only when it is viewed as one aspect of our whole-hearted
which God Himself has given back to us in his Son. “
.

.

is; by the
life-service
properly
Gotesdienst,

—H. Evan Runner, Scriptural Religion and
Political Task, pp. 162—3.
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AACS summer conferences
ALBERTA

-

August 2 8-30

Theme: Communication
Speaker: Dr. Harry Van Belle (Bethesda Cascade),
Surrey, B.C.

Workshops: to be announced
Location: Gull Lake Baptist Camp and Christian
Reformed Sonshine Camp, both near Lacombe,
Alberta
Preacher: Rev. Ken Baker
Chairman: Rev. Bob De Moor
Registrar: Rev. Alvin Venema, Secretary
AACS EdnLonton Chapter
8007
156 Street
Edmonton, Alberta TSR lX9
(403) 484—2569
—

BRITISH COLUMBIA (Lower Mainland)

-

September 4-7

Theme: Media and communications
Speaker: Jon Kennedy of the Kuyper Institute,
Stanford, California

Workshops: to be announced
Location: Lakeside Bible Camp, Whidbey Island, ‘Wash.
Registrar: Stan Pilon
14017
100 Ave.
Surrey, B.C. V3T lJ7
(604) 584-9190
-

BRITISH COLUMBIA (Skeena/Bulkley Valley)

-

August 1-3

Theme: Covenant living
Speaker: Rev. Andrew Kuyvenhoven, Editor, The Banner
Workshops: to be announced
Preacher: Rev. Andrew Kuyvenhoven
Chairman: Sid Zandberg
Location: Pine Crest Resort, near Houston
Registrar: Ed Vandergrift
P.O. Box 3178
Sinithers, B.C. VOJ 2N0
ONTARIO

-

July 31

-

August 3

All the King’s Players
Dr. Calvin Seerveld, ICS Senior Member in
Aesthetics (keynote speaker)
Workshop 7eaders: Bert Polman, Stanley Wiersma,
Norman Van Dyke, Wendy Bartley, Kate
McConnell, Ken Heffner, Lambert Zuidervaart,
Pete Steen, Leonard Sweetman, Bill Van Dyke
Pr’eacher: Rev. John Vriend
Chairman: Rev. Morris Greidanus
Location: Niagara Christian College, Fort Erie, Ont.
Registrar: AACS office, 229 College Street,
Toronto, Ontario M5T 1R4
(416) 979-2331
Att: Belinda Vaartjes

Theme:
Speaker:
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MESSAGE FROM MARCIA

How much is enough?
What do you think we should pay a professor at the Institute? As much as
professors at the University of Toronto? Or professors at Christian col
leges? As much as Christian school teachers?
Rather than make such comparisons, the Institute faculty have always asked
for a salary that would enable their families to live modestly in Toronto,
with the ability to send their children to Christian schools and to live
This has meant that the Institute/AACS salaries
without financial worry.
have always been lower than those paid at most Christian colleges and high
schools.
We have wanted to have a salary level which was responsible,
considering our support base and our Christian example to neighbours at
home and around the world.
The Trustee recommendation to give a catch—up increase of 15% for all staff
beginning in July (see article on page 4) is necessary to give the staff
To make this action possible we will
enough to live modestly in Toronto.
We are thankful for the posi
annual
income.
$49,000
of
nal
an
additio
need
tive response we’ve received already endorsing th.is salary increase.
As May comes to a close, it looks like we will be short of what we need to
If we’re short we have to borrow from the bank
pay all our monthly bills.
we receive, especially monthly gifts, will
donations
t.
Any
interes
at 19%
now.
us
help
to
double
be a
As one
We hope that many more members and friends will respond generously.
I
Wish
enough!
get
you
hope
“I
y:
us
recentl
to
wrote
of our supporters
l.”
faithfu
are
people
that
hope
I
but
could make it more,

C

Marcia Hollingsworth is Director of Development for the AACS’.

AACS Remittance Form
The AACS is an association of over 2.000
members from 13 countries worldwide. Its
purpose is to promote Scripturally directed
learning and biblical reformation of scholarship.
Its main project is the Institute for Christian
Studies, a graduate school for research and
teaching.

Members and other friends outside Canada can
financially support AACS by making a
donation to the following organizations.
ReceiptS for tax purposes are issued promptly.

The membership fee is $501 year, $5 for full

Grand Rapids, MI 49506

accepted where theft is financial difficulty.
Dues and donations are tax deductible
Perspective newsletter is sent free of charge to
all members and contributors. Non-contributors
are asked to pay a subscription fee of $5 per
year.

The Netherlands

u.s.
AACS Foundation

Name

3201 Burton Street S.E.

time students. A lower dues payment is

Calvinistic World Association
Potgieterweg 46
1851 Ci Heiloo
(gironummer 17 75 496)

C Enclosed are membership dues.
Q Enclosed is a donation.
C Enclosed is a subscription fee.
0 1 would like to become a Member.
Send me an application.

Address
AACS
229 College Street
Toronto, Ont.
M5T 1R4

Postal Code

.
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AACS introduces book service
You will now be able to buy from the AACS selected academic books which will
assist with the advancement of Christian scholarship consistent with the
Especially in Canada
emphasis of the Institute for Christian Studies.
l
people find it hard to learn about and to buy books written from a biblica
have
we
Therefore
faith—commitment which deals with academic issues.
as with academic
well
as
book
resources——
with.
people
to
d
assist
decide
papers which we have promoted for the past few years——as a means of stimu
lating Christian communal thinking.

(

Orders for books will only be accepted when payment is made with the order.
For books ordered by mail the payment will need to include a charge for
postage and handling in the amount of $1.00 for one or two books and $1.50
We expect to sell the books at their Canadian
for three books or more.
list prices, and accept payment in Canadian or U.S. funds.
Some of the books we will carry are listed below in the form of an order
blank which you can tear out and mail.
ARTS
$______

C. Seerveld, Rainbows for the Fallen World L$9.95)
C. Seerveld, A Christian Critique of Art and Literature ($3.95)
H. Houtman (ed.), Six Days: An Anthology of Ccoiadian Christian Poetry

($2 .5,0)

THEOLOGY AND CHURCH
$______

C. Seerveld, Balaa’n’s Apocalyptic Prophecies: A Study in Reading Scripture ($3.95)
H. Hart etal., Discovery of the Church ($0.75)
J.H. Olthuis et al., Will All the King’s Men... ($1.50)
H. Fernhout, Of Kngs and Prophets ($5.50)
D. Sinnema, Reclaiming the Land: A Study of the Book of Joshua ($3.00)
S. Greidanus, SoZa Scriptura: Problems and Principles in Preaching Historical
Texts ($10.95)
P. Schrotenboer, Man in God’s World ($0.75)
P. Schrotenboer, Motives of Ecw’nenism ($0.75)

PHI LOS OPHY
$______

H. Dooyeweerd, Roots of Western Culture ($12.95)
H. Dooyeweerd, In the Twilight of Western Thought ($4.50)
H. Vander Goot (ed.), Life is Religion: Essays in Honor of H. Evan Rzmner
J.
E.
P.
H.

($14.95)
Hearing and Doing: PhilosophicalEssays Dedicated
(eds.),
Kraay and A. Tol
to H. Evan Runner ($14.95)
Schuurman, Technology: A Philosophical Challenge ($19.95)
Schouls, Man in Communication ($1.00)
Dooyeweerd et al., The Idea of a Christian Philosophy: Essays in Honor of
.T.H. Vollenhoven ($5.95)
—

HISTORY AND SOCIAL STUDIES
$______

(

.
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C.T. Mclntire (ed.), God, History, and Historians: Modern Christian Views of
History ($7.95)
C.T. Mclntire (ed.), Herbert Butterfield: Writings on Christianity and History
($12.95)
H. Hart, The Challenge of our Age [$3.25)
($4.00),.
A. De Graaff (ed.), Views of Man and Psychology: Some Readings

$______

A. De Graaff and J.H. Olthuis (eds.), Toward a Biblical View of Man: Some
Readings ($S,50)
A. cramp, Notes Toward a Christian Ctique of Secular Economic Theory ($2.00)
J. Dengermnk, The Idea of Justice in Chri’stian Perspective ($2.95)
B. Goudzwaard, Aid for the Overdeveloped West ($3.50)
B. Goudzwaard, Capitalism and Progress ($10.95)
“The History of
G. Groen v’an Prinsterer, unbelief and Revolution, Lecture II:
the Revolution in its First Phase” ($2.95)
G. Groen van Prinsterer, Unbelief and Revolution: Lectures B and 9: “Unbelief
in Religion and Politics” ($2.95)
H. E. Runner, Scriptural Religion and Political Task ($2 95)
A. Storkey, A Christian Social Perspective ($19.95)
($11.95)
H. Van Belle, Basic Intent and Therapeutic Approach of Carl R. Rogers
J. van der Hoeven, Karl Marx: The Roots of his Thought ($6.95)
M. Vrieze, The Convnunity Idea in Canada ($1.25)
Social Theory and Practice: Philosophical Essays in Honour of
,
J.A.L. Taijaard ($3.95)
.

SCIENCE
$______

J. Diemer, Nature and Miracle ($1.95)
M.D. Stafleu, Time and Again: A Systematic Analysis of the Foundations of Modern
Physics ($19.95)

EDUCATION
$______

A. De Graaff and J. Olthuis, Joy in Learning: An Integrated Curriculum for the
Elementary School ($17.50 plus $2.50 for mailing)
T. Baker and C. Jongsma, The Nwnber and Shape of Things: An Integrated Math
Curriculum for the Elementary School ($12.00 plus $2.50 for mailing)
($9.95)
A. De Graaff, J. Olthuis and A. Tuininga, Japan: A Wap of Life
G. Steensma and H. Van Brununelen (eds.), Shaping School Curriculum: A Biblical
View ($6.00)

(

*

$__________

*

*

*

*

*

total of book purchases
for mailing costs:

$1.00 for 1-2 books; $1.50 for 3 or more

total payment enclosed
NAME________________________________________

ADDRESS_________________________________________

LJ

please send me a current list
of academic papers available
from AACS

WEDGE PUBLISHING COMPANY has moved.
For all your Wedge orders,

please write:

Wedge Publishing Company
P.O. Box 1450
L2R 7J8
St. Catharines, Ontario
or phone (416) 688—6059.
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Spreading the word
Do you have friends, relatives or colleagues who may be interested in the
If so, please print
(work of the AACS, but who know very little about it?
We will help you introduce them to the work
their names and addresses below.
of the Institute and AACS, and give them the opportunity to read Perspective
newsletter.
Anyone whose name you pass along to us will receive only
informational literature for the first year.
After that time we may approach
them for membership and for financial support.
Please indicate beside the persons name any areas of particular interest
which may help us choose the literature we send this person, eg. information
about certain conferences or books.
Also indicate those who are students,
noting their area of study.
Please PRINT and include postal or zip codes where known.
Names

Names and addresses

Connents

and addresses

Comments

Your name and address:

use your name when introducing these people to the work
may not
We may
of the Institute and AACS.
Any other comments:
To mail send to:

AACS, 229 College Street,
**

*****

Toronto,

Ontario M5T 1R4 Canada

*

that the created world is designed fo our willingness
This created world is designed by God
to
respond
God and each other.
to
and love of neighbor. “
stewardship,
for our exercise of justice,
“It is my conviction

—Bob Goudzwaard,
Wedge, 1980
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Capitalism and Progress,

AACS/ICS news
HALIFAX MEETINGS
Four of our senior staff members travelled to Daihousie University in
Halifax, Nova Scotia for the annual Canadian Learned Societies meetings.
George Vandervelde presented a paper “Christ and Creation in the Christology
of Edward Schillebeeckx” to the Canadian Theological Society on May 26.
Al Wolters addressed a joint session of the International Society for Neo—
His
platonic Studies and the Classial Association of Canada on May 27.
Zyistra
Memo.”
Bernard
9:
Internal
was
II,
An
paper
called “Enneads
addressed a caucus of Christian sociologists gathered at the Learned
Societies meetings on May 28 on the subject “Tue Society of the Future in
Sessional lecturer Paul Marshall
Political Focus:
A Christian Perspective.”
also attended.
*

OTHER ACTIVITIES
Bernard Zyistra presented a lecture on “Comparative Trends in Dutch and
1970—1980” at a conference sponsored by the Canadian
Canadian Politics:
Association for the Advancement of Netherlandic Studies on February 13 at
Victoria College, University of Toronto.
*

Bernard Zyistra presented a convocation lecture on “Christianity, Law and
He
Human Rights” at Gordon College in Wenham, Massachusetts on March 26.
visit.
during
the
groups
also spoke with several student and faculty

*

A lecture on “Religion, Rights and the Constitution” was given by Bernard
Zyistra at a conference on “The Impact of Law on Religious Freedom.”
The Christian Legal Society sponsored the conference which took place April
23—26 at Notre Dame University in South. Bend, Indiana.
*

*

Paul Marshall spoke on March. 20 to a University of Toronto International
Students meeting at Knox Presbyterian Church on “Christianity and Politics.”

On April 12 Paul Marshall spoke at St. Barnabus Anglican Church, Toronto,
on “William Wilberforce, 1770—1830.” Wilberforce was a noted evangelical
Christian and a major force behind the abolition of the slave trade.
*

Paul Marshall contributed the text of his speech, “The Basis of Human
Rights in Canada” to a booklet called Foundationa of Human Rights, recently
published by the Christian Labour Association of Canada (CLAC) and on sale
for $1.50.
*

James Olthuis participated in a seminar on May 15 and 16 on “Wholeness:
a Christian Perspective.” He introduced a Biblical view of humanity as
whole persons and led a workshop in body awareness.
*

James Olthuis read a paper “Personal Growth and Societal Renewal” at the
annual conference of Christian Sociologists meeting at Calvin College,
Grand Rapids, Michigan on June 18—20.
*

Calvin Seerveld shows how- the famous 18th century artist, Antoine Watteau,
stands out among other painters because lie was critical of his current
society.
“Telltale statues in Watteau’s paintings” appeared recently in the
Reprints of this 30 page
American journal ighteenth—Century gtudies.
article with 12 illustrations- can be obtained from the AACS office for $1.50.
*
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An earlier, popular article by Calvin Seerveld on “Christian Art,” whIch
appeared n The Banner (October, 1969), has been anthologized in a collec
tion of essays, The Christian Imagination, edited by Leland Ryken of Wheaton
College, and published by Baker Book. Rouse (1981).
*

*

George Vandervelde has been appointed to the 1981 Synod of the Christian
Reformed Church as a delegate of Toronto district (classis).

*

’ by Al Wolters, appeared as an article
t
“How the Second Service Got Started,
In the March. 30, 1981 issue of The Banner.

Clarence Jo1dersia, second—year Juni:or Member at the Institute, has
written an article “Which Way, Agriculture?” which was published in the
Spring, 1981, issue of Plow-Share, publication of the Christian Farmers
Federation, Alberta.
Congratulations are extended to Junior Members Sue Bower and Malcolm
MacRury who were married Saturday, May 23, and to Junior Members Jeannette
Zwart and Don Knudsen who were married Saturday, May 30.
*

CAMPUS OUTREACH
Brian Walsh and Richard Middleton participated in the IVCF annual Leader
Richard led seminars on apologetics and an
ship Camp from May 5 to 10.
Brian led seminars on hermeneutics and
introduction to the Old Testament.
a Christian perspective in scholarship, and also delivered a biblical
This camp trains the student leaders for Inter—
exposition on Joshua 24.
Around 100 students attended.
Varsity groups in Ontario.
*

Junior Member Sue Bower is directing an IYCF “Summer in the City” program
The program is limited to 25 students who will
in Toronto this summer.
(N study the meaning of th.ei.r faith. for tliéi.r work life and engage in community
Junior Member Jon Chaplin is also one of the staff mem
service projects.
bers for “Summer in the City.”
*

Alumni action
We
What you see below is the beginning of a column which rides on hope.
hope that upon reading about these alumni other former ICS students will be
moved to send us in[’ormati’on they may wish to share with Perspective readers.
This information could include anything and everything from receiving degrees
Hope to hear from
to writing books to special projects of study and work.
/
you soon!
..

Justn Cooper has accepted a two—year appointment in political
science at Redeemer College, a Christian liberal arts college to be
The appointment begins in
opened in September, 1982, in Ontario.
Meanwhile, he is acting as Interim Dean from June, 1981
July, 1982
to July, 1982, making academic preparations before the college
opens.

:.

—

h
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Lambert Zuidervaart, the first person to complete a doctoral degree
in the cooperative program between the ICS and the Free University
of Amsterdam, will receive his doctorate of philosophy on June 26
in Amsterdam
His dissertation, Refracti-ons
Truth in Adorno’s
Aesthetic Theory, was printed by’ the University of Toronto Press in
Lambert has accepted an appointment to teach
May of this year.
philosophy and InterdisciplInary studies at The King’s College in
Edmonton, Alberta, for September, 1981.

John I{i.emstra, ICS student for the past two years, has accepted
an appointment to work for the newly formed Alberta Regional Affili
John, originally
ate of the Committee for Justice and Liberty.
from Terrace, British Columbia, plans to move to Calgary with his
Re Is completing his
family to open the new office this sununer.
M.Phtl. degree in political theory with Bernard Zylstra at the ICS
in the meanwhile.

(

Barbara Carvill received the Ph.D. degree from the Department of German at
ifer dissertation was en
the University of Toronto on January 30, 1981.
Barbara has been
titled, Johann Karl August Mus-aüs as Critic and Novelist.
Grand Rapids,
in
on the faculty of the German Department at Calvin College
Michigan, for the past three years.
Theodore Plantinga has written a book entitled Reading the Bible as History
which has recently been published in Canada by G.R. Welch Company, and co—
This follows the
published in the United States by Dordt College Press.
publication in 1980 of his book, Rationale for a Christian College, published
A former member of the AACS Board of Trustees, Ted joined
by Paideia Press.
the faculty of the Department of Philosophy at Calvin College in 1980.

Put your savings to work
Do you have $500 or more that you will not need to use in the next year or
If so, why not lend It to AACS for a time? We can put your money to
so?
good use, pay you 10% interest and repay you on 30 days notice.
Most of this is needed
We have an immediate need for $30,000 in new loans.
who is retiring.
person
a
y
by
recentl
d
loan
recalle
ntial
to replace a substa
Most of our loans take the place
We have had this program for eight years.
saves us a great deal in inter
which
g,
buildin
our
on
of a second mortgage
used as “seed funding” to
been
have
loans
Some
year.
est charges each
books, which we will recover as
our
of
some
of
publishers for the production
because the equity on our
safe
are
loans
of
our
All
the books are sold.
we owe for our mortgage
what
than
more
ntially
substa
Is
g
six—storey buildin
and for these loans.
It gives us money for some important pro
Your loan helps us in two ways.
t rates at the bank, currently 20%.
interes
jects, and it saves us high
AACS,

229 College Street,

Toronto,

Ontario

M5T lR4

/

for the AACS Loan Program. I understand you will send me a
Enclosed is $
promissory note confirming the terms of my loan.
This loan program interests me, but I have this question:

NAME_______________________________________
ADDRESS
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(

AACS plans 25th anniversary celebrations
In. November the AACS will present a series of celebratory
What started
events to mark the 25th year of its existence.
into a
grown
has
people
committed
of
group
as a very small
countries
in
many
has
members
that
sizable organization
The purpose of the Association for the
around the world.
Advancement of Christian Scholarship, initially the Association for Reformed
Scientific Studies, was and is

25

“...to undertake or promote whatever
activities it shall deem conducive to the
development of scripturally directed
learning and scholarly enterprise, and
particularly to establish, control and
develop a Christian university, and in
these ways equip men and women to bring
the Word of God in all its power to bear
upon the whole of life.”

()

Calvin Seerveld has outlined in a 1978 essay, “A
Cloud of Witnesses and a New Generation,” how Re
formed Dutch—Canadian immigrants heard the command of
God in Psalm 78 that “fathers ad mothers should tell
their Sons and daughters the great deeds of the Lord
and should repeat daily what the law of the Lord
means for knowing the world and serving one’s neigh
Rev. Francois GuilZ-awne,
bour in God—praising ways.... That included estab
the
of
chairman
first
lishing not only Christian grade schools and high
Association
schools but a Christian university in Canada where
men and women could study thoroughly, systematically and passionately in
the grip of allegiance to the Lord.”
All these goals and dreams have been realized in ways the’late Rev. Francois
Guillaume, first chairman of the Association, and others who rocked the
cradle in which the AACS grew up never
Through all its ups
thought possible.
and downs, members gained and members
lost, the AACS has upheld the basic goal
to redirect all of life in accordance
with biblical ordinances.

(

1967 Board of Trustees: (front rows
l-r): J. Joosse, A. Venema, hi. de Vries,
(back row, l-r): hi. Koole, L. Tainnr.nga,
G. Vandezande, J. de Koning, P. Jonker,
C. Seerveld, hi. Vand.er Meulen
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Many of our readers and members know
large chapters and small paragraphs of
We invite you
this history of the AACS.
to help us write the anniversary issue
of Perspective by submitting anecdotes,
reports of local chapter board activities
or conferences, student club pictures,
photographs of events and people that
We will
have made up the AACS movement.
do our best to return all contributions.

Perspective newsletter (USPS 335-530) is published
bi-monthly by the Association for the
Advancement of Christian Scholarship,
229 College Street, Toronto, Ontario. Canada
M5T 1R4. Tel. (416) 979-2331.

Is your address correct?
Address change requested
Return postage guaranteed

ISSA 0384-8922 Authorized Second Class Postage
paid to the USA and Territories, mailed from
AACS Foundation, 3201 Burton Street S.E.,
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506. All other copies
mailed under authorized Second Class Mail Reg.
No. 2091, Toronto, Canada. Send all address
changes and other inquiries directly w AACS, 229
College Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5T
lR4.

ICS plans January 1982 course on art history
What are the most significant questions to ask about art? How can we plan
to go about the study of art so our study will lead to responsible art
appreciation and insightful art history? These are some of the issues to be
dealt with at a 17—day seminar on art history and the problems of historio
graphic method planned for January 6—27, 1982, at the Institute for Chris
tian Studies.

Senior Member Seerve1d to
teach art history course

Dr. Calvin Seerveld, Senior Member in Aesthetics
at ICS, explains that participants of the seminar
will examine the art and art—relevant literature
Wat—
of several specific artists and movements:
teau and Hogarth, both artists during the 18th
century; William Morris and the arts—and—crafts
movement of the 19th century; and the Cobra group
Some of the sessions
and post—World War II art.
will focus directly on philosophical, methodologi
Contrasts will be
cal questions and theses.
drawn with Marxist, text—bookish Janson, and
Geistes,qeschichte ways of working art history.
Attention will also be given to the import for
responsible Christian action today through the
study of solutions presented by various persons
and movements.

(

Leading the seminar with Seerveld will be Robert
McLeod, Professor of Architecture at the University of Bristol in England,
and Graham Birtwhistle, lecturer in art history at the Free University of
Advance reading and viewing will be required of the participants
Amsterdam.
and advanced course credit will be granted to those who complete the require
ments for the seminar.
Those interested in further information about the seminar are asked to
contact the ICS.

(/
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